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for the General War of 1914-18, which had re-demonstrated Man's
impotence, unenlightened, to order his own affairs, had not had in
North America that shattering psychological effect which it had
produced in Europe. In American minds the frustration and suffer-
ing and destruction which were the essence of the War were inevitably
overshadowed by the demonstration which the War had given of
America's economic strength and by the wealth which the War had
placed in American pockets. In the American version of modern
Western history the war and post-war years, so far from representing
a disastrous break with the prosperous pre-war century, wore the
years of this prosperity's culmination and apogee. In the twentieth-
century life of the United States the year 1914 was not more epoch-
making than the years 1861 or 1870 (so fateful for America and Franco
and.Germany) had been in the nineteenth-century life of the British
Empire. And the feelings and ideas that were associated in European
minds with the month of August 1914 were rather associated in
American minds with the month of October 1929.
Hence, for two reasons, the shock of the World Economic Depres-
sion was felt more severely in the United States than anywhere else.
One reason was that in American minds this economic catastrophe
was rfot overshadowed and dwarfed, as it was in European minds,
by the preceding political catastrophe of the World War. The second
reason was that, in North America, the nineteenth-century material
prosperity, which the War had shattered in Europe, had risen to
unprecedented heights between 1914 and 1929. The disturbing effect
of the deposition of Man from his nineteenth-century pedestal, witli
his foot on Nature's neck, was all the greater in the United States,
when at last the blow fell, because, by the year 1929, the transference
of attention and effort from material problems to human problems
was really long overdue, even in North America.
In the New World the nineteenth-century triumph of Man over
Physical Nature had been signalized and symbolized, in the grand
manner, by the human conquest of an entire virgin continent; and
the nJneteenth-century American pioneers, with this continent to
roam in, and with an ocean to insulate them from the rest of the
World, had been exempt from the pressure of all human problems
except that of Negro Slavery. Certainly this one exception was
immense, and the price paid for an imperfect solution of the problem
was heavy. Yet, in the victorious North and in the newly won West,
the psychological effects of the Civil War had been rapidly effaced
when the national energies had once again been concentrated upon
the enterprise of mastering the American physical environment.

